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I had my dental implants via MedicalTravel and I am very glad. Treatment was in the same quality with the one here, the only difference was the price of the treatment and the medicines. Doctors and the staff were very friendly. MD. Bilhan speaks German and English very well. Despite the time is very limited, doctors worked for me especially until late hours in the evening. Besides, transfers from and to the airport was very good. It gave me a trust-worthy impression. Therefore, from now on, I will always prefer Istanbul for my other treatments, as well. I recommend MedicalTravel.



												
			                				   		

						
							Livia Müller, dental implant in Istanbul
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													I am the first patient of MedicalTravel and I had my eye surgery in Istanbul in 2006. I am still glad with the result. There has not been a decrease with my sight. I thank MedicalTravel for its meticulous service.



												
			                				   		

						
							The first patient of MedicalTravel, Nicole Domian
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													I had four surgeries (fallopian tube pregnancy). After this, we decided in vitro fertilization treatment.  However, we couldn’t achieve a successful result in Switzerland. I had six in vitro treatments and they all became unsuccessful.  One day in May 2011, my husband made a web search and he found MedicalTravel for IFV treatment in Turkey. There was a seminar in Zurich on another day and there we met MedicalTravel and we contacted it. Then, we decided to have an in vitro treatment in Turkey. MedicalTravel organized everything for us, including the flight, welcoming service etc. We flew to Turkey and now we are very happy.  Acıbadem was a very good hospital, it was very clean, hygienic and its staff was very sincere and cheerful. Treatment lasted for about 10 or 12 days, and the operation had no problem. My surgery was on 17.07.11 and then the successful transfer took place on 22.07.11. Then we went to Switzerland. The only thing we were supposed to do here was to have our blood tested by our family doctor. I received the good news on the same day, the result was positive! We were very happy after several trials. We found the happiness in Turkey. The result was a success and our dream came true. I recommend this experience to anyone. Your happiness awaits somewhere; we’ve found ours in Turkey!

												
			                				   		

						
							Our in vitro treatment in Istanbul in July, 2011.
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